A Shindaiwa exclusive, the PS262 PowerBroom™ features outstanding power and a solid-steel drive shaft to perform any sweeping chore. With three different brush or paddle choices, you are sure to have the tool you need to clean debris from nearly any surface.

**POWERBROOM™ ATTACHMENTS**

**12-Fin Rubber Paddle**
Rubber paddles prevent damage to soft surfaces, such as grass or artificial turf. Ideal for gravel or mulch cleanup.
- **Weight**: 9.2 lbs.
- **Sweeping swath**: 23 in.
- **Part #**: 99909-35000

**Nylon Brush**
For cleanup of light debris, such as loose dirt from hard surfaces. Also useful for spreading heavy liquids.
- **Weight**: 7.9 lbs.
- **Sweeping swath**: 20 in.
- **Part #**: 99909-11027

**Replacement Brush**
Part # 99909-11004

**Aggressive Nylon Brush**
Thicker bristles than the Nylon Brush for moving tougher debris.
- **Weight**: 4.7 lbs.
- **Sweeping swath**: 11 in.
- **Part #**: 80712

**Replacement Brush**
Part # 80711

**Debris Shield**
Provides added protection for the operator against liquids or light debris. Fits all PowerBroom models and attachments.
- **Part #**: 99909-33021

PS262
From construction sites and walkways to golf courses and roadsides, the PowerBroom™ completes any sweeping chore in a fraction of the time. All sweeping attachments are sold separately.

- **25.4 cc 2-stroke engine**
- **Two-stage air filtration system** dramatically increases cleaning capability and allows for longer maintenance intervals
- **Cushioned front and rear grips** for maximum comfort
- **Accepts three different sweeping attachments** for a wide range of tasks
- **Attachments not included**

Shown with available 12-Fin Rubber Paddle